Abstract. Recently, the LUNA collaboration has carried out a high precision measurement on the 3 He(α, γ) 7 Be reaction cross section with both activation and online γ-detection methods at unprecedented low energies. In this paper the results obtained with the activation method are summarized. The results are compared with previous activation experiments and the zero energy extrapolated astrophysical S factor is determined using different theoretical models.
Introduction
The precise knowledge of the 3 He(α, γ) 7 Be reaction rate is essential in two distinct fields of nuclear astrophysics: in the hydrogen-burning of the Sun (and similar main sequence stars) and in the big-bang nucleosynthesis. In the pp-chain of solar hydrogen burning the 3 He(α, γ) 7 Be reaction is the staring point of the 2nd and 3rd branches of the chain from where the high energy 7 Be and 8 B neutrinos are originated. Owing to the fast technical development of neutrino detectors, the study of the solar neutrinos has entered a high precision era. The flux of the 8 B neutrinos has already been measured by the SNO and SuperKamiokande neutrino detectors [1, 2] with a precision of 3.5 % and similar precision is foreseen for the 7 Be neutrino flux in the near future [3] . As the solar neutrino puzzle has been solved by the experimental observation of neutrino oscillation [4, 5] , the precise knowledge of the solar neutrino fluxes allows a more detailed test of the prediction of the Standard Solar Model (SSM). The SSM uses a number of input parameters to predict the solar neutrino fluxes. These input parameters include on one hand some solar properties (like the luminosity, radiative opacity, diffusion, elemental composition) and on the other hand the rates of nuclear reactions involved in the pp-chain. The uncertainty in the input parameters translates directly into uncertainties in the neutrino flux prediction. Therefore, the reduction of the input parameter uncertainties is required to carry out a more stringent test of SSM. From the nuclear physics parameters the rate of the 3 He(α, γ) 7 Be reaction has the highest uncertainty. Its 9% error [6] at solar energies (which was reduced to about 5% by a recent work [7] ) contributes 8% [8] to the uncertainty in the predicted fluxes for solar 7 Be and 8 B neutrinos. From the very precise measurement of the anisotropy of the cosmic microwave background radiation by the WMAP satellite, the barion-to-photon ratio in our Universe is known with high accuracy [9] . Since this ratio is the only free parameter in bigbang nucleosynthesis calculations, the abundances of the primordial elements (D, 3 He, 4 He, 7 Li) can be calculated unambiguously and the results can be compared with astronomical observations. While there is a perfect agreement between the observations and calculations for the D abundance and reasonably good agreement for 4 He, the predicted abundance of 7 Li is a factor 2 to 3 higher than the observed one. At the measured barion-to-photon ratio 7 Li is produced almost exclusively by the 3 He(α, γ) 7 Be reaction followed by the β-decay of 7 Be. Therefore, the abundance of primordial 7 Li depends on the rate of this reaction. The precise knowledge of this reaction rate is the necessary basis of the search for possible solutions to the 7 Li problem.
Experimental investigation of
The rate of the 3 He(α, γ) 7 Be can be determined from the reaction cross section at energies relevant for the astrophysical site in question. Hydrogen burning in the core of the Sun takes place at roughly 15×10 6 K temperature corresponding to a relevant energy range of 10 to 35 keV ‡ for the 3 He(α, γ) 7 Be reaction. Owing to the higher temperatures involved, the relevant energy range for the big-bang nucleosynthesis spans from 160 to 380 keV. At these deep sub-Coulomb energies the reaction cross section has very low values from a few hundreds of nanobarn at the highest big bang energies down to the attobarn range for the pp chain energies. While direct measurement of the cross section is possible at big-bang energies, the cross section at solar energies can only be calculated by extrapolating the high energy data towards low energies using theoretical considerations. The extrapolation is normally done with the help of the astrophysical S factor which does not contain the trivial energy dependence of the Coulomb barrier penetration and which has a finite value at zero energy. Therefore, the S factor is usually extrapolated to zero energy instead of a (temperature dependent) finite energy of astrophysical relevance. Since the 3 He(α, γ) 7 Be reaction at low energies proceeds through the direct capture process, different theoretical approaches lead to very similar energy dependence of the S factor, though small deviations can be found. The only free parameter in the extrapolations for a certain theoretical model is the absolute magnitude of the S factor. This parameter can be obtained by normalizing the theoretical energy dependence to measured values at energies where data are available. Therefore, it is important to measure the cross section of 3 He(α, γ) 7 Be with high precision and at energies preferably relevant directly to the big-bang nucleosynthesis and low enough that the extrapolation to zero energy could be done with low uncertainty despite the small differences in various theoretical energy dependences.
The mechanism of the 3 He(α, γ) 7 Be provides two possibilities for the measurement of the cross section via γ-spectroscopy. The reaction has a Q value of 1.586 MeV and at low energies the direct capture can lead to the ground state and first excited state in 7 Be with the emission of two single γ-lines with energies of E c.m. + Q and E c.m. + Q -429 keV. In the latter case the first excited state of 7 Be decays to the ground state with a 429 keV γ-emission. The detection of these three γ-lines provides one possibility for the cross section measurement (prompt-γ or on-line method). The other method for the cross section determination is the measurement of the produced 7 Be activity. By the measurement of the 478 keV γ-radiation following the electron-capture decay of 7 Be can be used to determine the total number of fusion reactions (activation method).
Until the 1980's the 3 He(α, γ) 7 Be cross section has been measured seven times [10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16] with the on-line method and three times with activation [14, 17, 18] . The experiments have been carried out in a wide range of energies and using very different experimental techniques. The lowest energy reached with the online method was E = 107 keV. This means that on-line experiments cover the energy relevant for the big-bang nucleosynthesis but are rather far from the solar energy. With activation, however, the lowest measured energy was 897 keV [17] , far above the astrophysical energies.
Each data sets have been used to extrapolate the S factor to zero energy. The ‡ When not stated otherwise, energy always means center-of-mass energy throughout this paper extrapolations led to an ambiguous result when considering the on-line and activation experiments separately. Activation experiments obtained higher S factor values than the on-line measurements resulting in a discrepancy of about 13% (roughly 2.5 σ deviation) at zero energy. For the solution of this discrepancy several possible hidden experimental errors have been proposed. These include the not precisely known angular distribution of the prompt-γ radiation, a possible weak monopole transition in the reaction hidden for the on-line experiments, or the presence of parasitic reactions leading to 7 Be production in the activation case.
As more and more precise data became available for both the primordial 7 Li abundance and solar neutrino fluxes, and as the precision of other reaction rate determinations relevant for BBN and Solar hydrogen burning has been dramatically increased, the need for a more precise 3 He(α, γ) 7 Be reaction rate measurement became pressing.
"Modern" measurements of
3 He(α, γ) 7 Be
Realizing the need for new, high precision cross section data, B. S. Nara Singh et al. has performed an activation experiment for the 3 He(α, γ) 7 Be reaction [7] . The cross section was measured at four energy points between 420 and 950 keV. Although these results were the lowest energy activation points ever measured, they were still above the astrophysically relevant energies. Moreover, an activation-only experiment -whatever precise it is -is not able to examine the discrepancy between the on-line and activation data. Therefore, an experiment measuring the 3 He(α, γ) 7 Be S factor simultaneously with both techniques is highly needed. Such a measurement should be carried out with high precision and at energies as low as possible in order to have a reliable zero energy extrapolation of the S factor.
Recently, the LUNA collaboration (Laboratory for Underground Nuclear Astrophysics) has performed a high precision experiment on the 3 He(α, γ) 7 Be reaction in Italy's Gran Sasso underground laboratory (LNGS). Owing to the extremely low background conditions of the underground laboratory, the cross section has been measured at low energies never reached before. The details of the experiment have Kajino and Arima [22] 0.547 ± 0.017 1.12 Csótó and Langanke [23] 0.586 ± 0.018 1.47 Descouvemont et al. [24] 0.550 ± 0.017 1.11 NACRE [26] 0.597 ± 0.019 2.02 been discussed elsewhere [19, 20, 21] . In the first phase of the experiment the cross section was measured with the activation technique at energies of 106, 127, 148 and 169 keV. In the second phase the same setup was used but the cross section was measured simultaneously with both on-line and activation methods. In this phase an energy point of 93 keV has been measured and the points at 106 and 169 keV have been repeated. Table 1 summarizes the activation results obtained in the two phases of the LUNA experiments.
Zero energy extrapolation of the LUNA activation data
The high precision data obtained in the LUNA activation experiment can also be used to derive an extrapolated zero energy S(0) factor. The following theoretical models are considered here: the resonating group calculation by Kajino and Arima [22] , the extended two-cluster model calculation by Csótó and Langanke [23] and the R-matrix calculation by Descouvemont et al. [24] . A χ 2 minimalization fit has been carried out to the measured data where the absolute normalization of the theoretical data has been the only adjustable parameter. The theoretical cross section values at the energies where the LUNA measurements have been carried out were calculated in the following manner: In the case of Kajino and Arima [22] the energy dependence given by the formula (6) in Ref. [25] was adopted. For the model of Csótó and Langanke [23] linear energy dependence of the S factor was supposed in the considered low energy range adopting the slope of the S factor curve given in Table 1 . of Ref. [23] using the MHN interaction. In the case of the R-matrix calculation of Descouvemont et al. [24] the S factor values have been calculated with a linear interpolation between the two tabulated points closest to the measured energies. The low energy S factor parametrization proposed by the NACRE compilation [26] was also used to fit the data again leaving the absolute normalization as the only free parameter. The results of the fits are shown in Table 2 .
The values of the reduced χ 2 values have been calculated taking into account only the statistical uncertainties of the measured points. For the quoted uncertainty of the S(0) values, 3% systematic uncertainty was added quadratically to the error from the χ 2 fit. As one can see, the models of Kajino and Arima [22] and Descouvemont et al. [24] give very similar results for both the reduced χ 2 value and S(0). The model of Csótó and Langanke [23] leads to a larger χ 2 red value and a considerably higher S(0). The comparison of the measured data with the NACRE parametrization shows that the slope of the S factor curve at low energies is underestimated by NACRE which leads to a high S(0). This comparison is also shown in Fig. 1 where along with the measured data, the normalized theoretical curves from the above discussed theories and the NACRE parametrization are shown.
Comparison of the results of various activation experiments
The results of the R matrix calculations by Descouvemont et al. [24] are available in tabular form in a wide energy range. This provides a possibility for the comparison of the results of different 3 He(α, γ) 7 Be activation experiments. This can be done by renormalizing the R matrix curve to a certain set of data and deriving S(0). Table 3 shows the resulting S(0) values for the different activation experiments. The measurement of Volk et al. [18] is omitted since in that experiment only the energy integrated cross section has been determined. As one can see, there is a perfect agreement between the S(0) values obtained by the two recent, high precision experiments carried out by Nara Singh et al. and the LUNA collaboration. The experiment by Robertson et al. [17] leads to a significantly higher S(0). This experiment was carried out at a single energy point only and may have had an additional systematic error. The work of Osborne et al. [14] again results in a somewhat higher S(0). Although Table 3 . Extrapolated S(0) values from different activation experiments renormalizing the R matrix curve of Descouvemont et al. [24] experiment S(0) [keV b] Osborne et al. [14] 0.60 ± 0.04 Robertson et al. [17] 0.67 ± 0.04 Nara Singh et al. [7] 0.551 ± 0.022 LUNA activation [19, 20, 21] The results of all activation experiments on the 3 He(α, γ) 7 Be reaction. The R-matrix calculation of Descouvemont et al. [24] normalized to the LUNA and Nara Singh et al. data is also shown.
this is statistically still consistent with the two most recent experiments, the higher obtained cross section values may indicate a hidden systematic error. Therefore, we suggest that for the zero energy S factor from the activation experiments, the average of the two most recent results should be used leading to a value of S(0) = 0.550 ± 0.013. Figure 2 shows the measured S factor data from the four experiments considered above. The R-matrix calculation by Descouvemont et al. rescaled to the average of the LUNA and Nara Singh et al. data is also plotted. The perfect agreement of the two recent experiments and the systematically higher values obtained in the older measurements is clearly visible.
The next step should be the inclusion of the on-line cross section data in the S(0) analysis. The high precision LUNA on-line data are already available [21] but
